The Florida Trust for Historic Preservation seeks to support historic preservation in communities throughout the state in a way that is scalable, supports communities and protects our invaluable historic assets. Our state has a challenge in accomplishing this work. **Currently, Florida is the only state among our neighbors without a state historic tax credit.** To address this gap in Florida preservation tools, this Alliance will work to implement a statewide historic tax credit and protect this important legislation in the future.

By starting a membership with the Florida Trust at any level, you join our Florida Historic Tax Credit Alliance. We are looking for new members of this Alliance to help make a Florida Historic Tax Credit possible. We have set apart three distinguished professional membership levels to help support our advocacy efforts in 2023 and into the future.

**Your membership is so important to our work. We recognize your membership with a thoughtful and intentional array of benefits and privileges, including:**

**Heritage ($2,000)**
- Discounted advertising rates in Florida Trust publications
- Invitations to all Florida Trust events and programs, including the Florida Preservation Conference, and educational workshops
- A featured story on your business in the Florida Preservationist Magazine
- Listing in Florida Preservation Partners online business directory
- Subscription to the monthly e-newsletter
- Subscription to our bi-annual Florida Preservationist Magazine

**Sustaining ($5,000)**
- All of the above amenities, in addition to:
  - Special membership discounts at Florida Trust events
  - Real time updates on legislative action affecting historic preservation in Florida
  - Invitation to exclusive Special Legislative Reception and related events

**Pinnacle ($10,000)**
- All of the above amenities, in addition to:
  - Opportunity for special logo inclusion on legislative update emails and correspondence

Learn more at www.floridatrust.org/Alliance